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Abstract: The visual world projects a complex and rapidly changing image onto the retina of 9 

many animal species. This presents computational challenges for those animals reliant on 10 

visual processing to provide an accurate representation of the world. One such challenge is 11 

parsing a visual scene for the most salient targets, such as the selection of prey amidst a 12 

swarm. The ability to selectively prioritize processing of some stimuli over others is known 13 

as ‘selective attention’. We recently identified a dragonfly visual neuron called ‘Centrifugal 14 

Small Target Motion Detector 1’ (CSTMD1) that exhibits selective attention when presented 15 

with multiple, equally salient targets. Here we conducted in vivo, electrophysiological 16 

recordings from CSTMD1 in wild-caught male dragonflies (Hemicordulia tau), whilst 17 

presenting visual stimuli on an LCD monitor. To identify the target selected in any given 18 

trial, we uniquely modulated the intensity of the moving targets (frequency-tagging). We 19 

found that the frequency information of the selected target is preserved in the neuronal 20 

response, whilst the distracter is completely ignored. We also show that the competitive 21 

system that underlies selection in this neuron can be biased by the presentation of a preceding 22 

target on the same trajectory, even when it is of lower contrast than an abrupt, novel 23 
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distracter. With this improved method for identifying and biasing target selection in 24 

CSTMD1, the dragonfly provides an ideal animal model system to probe the neuronal 25 

mechanisms underlying selective attention. 26 

Significance Statement: We present the first application of frequency-tagging to 27 

intracellular neuronal recordings, demonstrating that the frequency component of a stimulus 28 

is encoded in the spiking response of an individual neuron. Using this technique as an 29 

identifier, we demonstrate that CSTMD1 ‘locks on’ to a selected target and encodes the 30 

absolute strength of this target, even in the presence of abruptly-appearing, high-contrast 31 

distracters. The underlying mechanism also permits selection to switch between targets mid-32 

trail, even among equivalent targets. Taken together, these results demonstrate greater 33 

complexity in this selective attention system than would be expected in a winner-takes-all 34 

network. These results are in contrast to typical findings in the primate and avian brain, but 35 

display intriguing resemblance to observations in human psychophysics.  36 

Introduction 37 

The visual world contains a wealth of information about the environment and 38 

surroundings, yet even the most sophisticated visual systems lack the capacity to encode all 39 

the information in a scene over time. Instead, animals must parse a scene for behaviourally 40 

relevant information and discard the remaining clutter. One solution to this problem is 41 

selective attention, the ability to selectively respond to one stimulus amongst multiple 42 

alternatives. Selective attention is observed across taxa, from humans and other primates 43 

(Treue, 2001) to insects (De Bivort & van Swinderen, 2016; Nityananda 2016). Selective 44 

attention is particularly important in visual predatory animals, such as the dragonfly, which 45 

hunt among swarms containing potentially hundreds of prey and conspecifics (Edman & 46 

Haeger, 1974; Baird & May, 1997). Many predators hunting in these conditions are 47 
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susceptible to the ‘confusion effect’, a reduced success rate due to difficulty tracking a single 48 

target amidst the swarm (Landeau & Terborgh, 1986, Jeschke & Tollrian, 2007). Some 49 

dragonfly species, however, show particularly good performance hunting among swarms 50 

(Jeschke & Tollrian, 2007; Combes et al., 2012).  51 

Successful prey capture relies on the ability to filter irrelevant information, such as 52 

background clutter and conspecifics, whilst selecting and tracking prey amongst equally 53 

valuable alternatives. The confusion effect is diminished where predators are able to identify 54 

individual prey (Landeau & Terborgh, 1986). In order to achieve this, the underlying 55 

neuronal system should be able to ‘lock-on’ to an individual target, whilst also being capable 56 

of switching targets when this would increase the chance of success.  57 

We have previously identified an individual visual neuron in the dragonfly optic 58 

lobe that exhibits a ‘winner-takes-all’ selective attention (Wiederman & O’Carroll, 2013). 59 

Named ‘Centrifugal Small-Target Motion Detector 1’ (CSTMD1), this binocular, efferent 60 

neuron resides in the optic lobes and midbrain (Geurten et al., 2007) and is thought to 61 

represent the output integrator of a network comprised of many lower-order, small-target 62 

motion detector neurons (STMDs). CSTMD1 is tuned for the movement of small (1°-3°) dark 63 

targets against a bright background (O’Carroll 1993; Geurten et al., 2007), matching the 64 

demands of an ethologically relevant target-detection system (Labhart & Nilsson, 1994; 65 

Olberg et al., 2005; Olberg et al., 2007). CSTMD1’s receptive field spans the whole visual 66 

field, but exhibits a sharp distinction between excitatory (contralateral relative to recording 67 

site) and inhibitory (ipsilateral) visual hemispheres (Geurten et al., 2007). When presented 68 

with two targets in the excitatory receptive field, CSTMD1 encodes the absolute strength of 69 

the selected target without interference from distracters (Wiedermen & O’Carroll, 2013). In 70 

contrast, typical findings in primates (eg. Recanzone et al. 1997; Treue & Maunsell, 1999), 71 

owls (Asadollahi et al. 2010) and other insects (Tang & Juusola, 2010; van Swinderen, 2012) 72 
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show a response that is modulated by the presence of distracters. Encoding an absolute 73 

representation of a selected target (i.e. ignoring the distracter) has been observed in the 74 

auditory system of crickets (Pollack, 1998) and in primate MT neurons (Harrison et al. 2013). 75 

An analogue exists in humans termed ‘inattentional blindness’, whereby an object in the 76 

visual field is ignored when attention is focused elsewhere (Simons & Chabris, 1999).  77 

Previously, we have shown that CSTMD1 exhibits properties important for a prey-78 

tracking system. Firstly, the observation that selection could sometimes switch between 79 

targets mid-way through a trial (Wiederman & O’Carroll, 2013) raised the possibility that an 80 

ongoing competitive mechanism drives selection, even after an initial target has been 81 

selected, and that this mechanism can direct switches at opportune moments. Secondly, 82 

CSTMD1 exhibits ‘predictive gain modulation’ whereby a local facilitatory ‘spotlight’ of 83 

increased gain spreads forward along the predicted trajectory of a target (even accounting for 84 

occlusions), with inhibition elsewhere in the receptive field (Dunbier et al., 2012; Wiederman 85 

et al., 2017). This facilitation may represent a mechanism for ‘locking-on’ to a selected 86 

target, for example, a chosen fruit fly in a swarm.  87 

Here, we have developed a technique to frequency-tag targets by exploiting the 88 

contrast dependant neuronal response (O’Carroll & Wiederman, 2014), permitting us to 89 

determine which target has been selected at any moment. Frequency-tagging has previously 90 

been used during higher-order brain measurements (e.g. EEG) and in extracellular recordings 91 

measuring local field potentials (LFP) in insects (van Swinderen, 2012). However, it is not 92 

yet known whether frequency components within these frequency-tagged signals originate at 93 

the level of single neurons, or are an emergent property of a neuronal population code. To our 94 

knowledge, here we present the first application of this identification technique at the 95 

intracellular level. We thus demonstrate that, due to the contrast-sensitivity of CSTMD1, the 96 

frequency component of the stimulus is preserved in the individual neuron’s response. 97 
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 98 

 Applying this technique to intracellular spike trains, we show that 99 

CSTMD1 is both able to switch selected targets mid-trial and lock-on to selected targets, 100 

even in the presence of a higher contrast distracter. We therefore describe a neuronal system 101 

more complex than the traditionally modelled winner-takes-all framework. This provides 102 

important insight into how selective behaviours are implemented by underlying neuronal 103 

processing.  104 

Materials & Methods 105 

Experimental Preparation 106 

We recorded from a total of 26 male, wild-caught dragonflies (Hemicordulia tau). 107 

Dragonflies were stored at 7°C for up to 7 days before experimentation. Dragonflies were 108 

warmed and then immobilized to an articulating magnetic stand with a 50/50 wax-rosin 109 

mixture. The head was tilted forwards to allow access to the back of the head, and a small 110 

hole was dissected in the rear of the head capsule adjacent to the oesophagus to allow visual 111 

and physical access to the lobula complex and lateral midbrain.  112 

We pulled aluminosilicate electrodes (Harvard Apparatus) using a Sutter 113 

Instruments P-97 electrode puller, which were filled with a 2M KCl solution. Electrodes were 114 

then inserted into the lobula complex using a piezo-electric stepper with a typical resistance 115 

of 40-140 MΩ. Intracellular responses were digitised at 5 kHz for offline analysis with 116 

MATLAB.  117 

There are two mirror-symmetric CSTMD1 neurons in each dragonfly brain, with one 118 

cell body residing in each hemisphere. We record from the left optic lobe where a tract 119 

containing a large-diameter section of the contralateral CSTMD1’s axon is known to reside. 120 

We can therefore record from a maximum of one CSTMD1 per dragonfly.  121 
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Visual Stimuli 122 

We presented stimuli on high-definition LCD computer monitors (120 – 165 Hz) 123 

using a custom-built presentation and data acquisition suite based on MATLAB (RRID: 124 

SCR_001622) and Psychtoolbox (RRID: SCR_002881. Available: http://psychtoolbox.org/). 125 

The animal was placed 20 cm away from the monitor and centred on the visual midline, thus 126 

minimizing off-axis artefacts. Stimuli consisted of a single or pair (~20° separation) of 1.5° 127 

by 1.5° squares of modulated contrast ascending the receptive field at a speed of 40°/s.  128 

We applied to our intracellular recordings a frequency-tagging paradigm inspired by 129 

human electroencephalography research (Norcia et al., 2015) and local field potential 130 

research in insects (van Swinderen, 2012). We presented two competing, flickering targets 131 

each with varying contrast at two different frequencies. As neuronal responses are themselves 132 

modulated by the contrast, spikes become entrained to the high contrast phase of the flicker 133 

so that modulation of the observed response permits identification of the selected target. To 134 

test that the technique was not dependent on the choice of the tagging frequency (i.e. used 135 

only for identification and not saliency), we presented non-harmonic frequency-pairs of either 136 

8 Hz (F1) and 12 (F2) Hz, or 11 Hz (F1) & 15(F2) Hz. These frequencies were not multiples 137 

of one other but were divisible by the monitor refresh rate, thus ensuring the full range of 138 

intensities were presented within each period. We tested with both sinusoidal and square 139 

wave flicker.  These results were subsequently pooled because there was no discernible 140 

difference in their power to identify selection. 141 

Frequency tagged targets flickered between a minimum Weber contrast of 0.06 and 142 

maximum of 1 (mean contrast of 0.51 and a white background of 337 Cd/m2). In single target 143 

trials, one target contrast varied at either F1, F2, or 0 Hz (i.e. a non-flickering control at 144 

maximum contrast) and was presented moving vertically up the display at one of two spatial 145 

locations, T1 or T2 (locations separated 20° horizontally within CSTMD1’s excitatory, 146 
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receptive field). In paired-target trials, targets of different flicker frequencies were 147 

simultaneously presented at both T1 and T2 locations. The choice whether the spatial location 148 

T1 or T2 was either F1 or F2 (e.g. 8 Hz or 12 Hz), was pseudo-randomized to control for any 149 

preferred frequency response.  150 

Experimental design and statistical analysis 151 

For the trial by trial selection processes, any given trial must be considered an 152 

independent event as averaging (as in technical replicates) would mask the observation. 153 

However, to ensure statistical robustness of the result we repeated experiments across several 154 

dragonflies. Here we use ‘n’ to denote the number of trials and additionally report the number 155 

of dragonflies. We visualise all trial data points and describe similarities or differences across 156 

animals. 157 

We report exact P except when less than 0.001. All tests are nonparametric, two-158 

tailed and corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni-Holm correction). Box & Whisker 159 

plots indicate median, interquartile and minimum/maximum range. Unless otherwise stated 160 

outliers are indicated with Δ.  161 

All data analysis was conducted in MATLAB 2017a (RRID: SCR_001622), 162 

including the Wavelet Toolbox. Continuous Wavelet Transforms (CWT’s) used an analytic 163 

Morlet wavelet with gamma = 3. 164 

Results 165 

Neuronal responses can be frequency-tagged.  166 

To test the validity of the frequency-tagging technique, we presented a single 167 

flickering target moving vertically up the display within the dragonfly’s field of view (Figure 168 

1A).  The target ascended at 40°/s within the excitatory region of CSTMD1’s receptive field 169 

(Wiederman and O’Carroll, 2013; Wiederman et al., 2017).  We use the term ‘frequency-170 
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tagging’ to refer to the modulation of Weber contrast: (Intensitytarget - Intensitybackground) / 171 

Ibackground, over time at a set frequency (in Hertz). Since CSTMD1 is selective for dark targets 172 

(Wiederman et al., 2013), we flickered a black-to-grey target against a white background 173 

(Figure 1B, upper). An example of an individual data trace in response to a 15 Hz target 174 

shows the spike activity during the stimulus presentation (Figure 1B, lower). To extract any 175 

frequency-tagged response modulation, we first determine spike locations and calculate the 176 

instantaneous spike rate (Inverse Inter-Spike Interval) over time (Figure 1C). We applied 177 

two mathematical transforms to this data; a Continuous Wavelet Transform (Figure 1D), and 178 

a Fast Fourier Transform (Figure 1E). The application of a Fast Fourier Transform (square 179 

root to provide amplitude) reveals a peak modulation of the neuronal rate code in the 180 

frequency domain at 15 Hz, equivalent to the target contrast modulation (a response at 0 Hz 181 

is due to the non-zero mean over time). We repeated this process for a series of different 182 

frequencies (averaged across neurons) to determine appropriate frequencies for the 183 

experiments (Figure 1F). This data shows that from 7 to 19 Hz the frequency content of the 184 

stimulus is well preserved in the intracellular response of single neurons.  However, we have 185 

previously shown that CSTMD1 can ‘switch’ selection mid-trial (Wiederman & O’Carroll, 186 

2013). In this circumstance, power from the FFT would be distributed between the two target 187 

frequencies, corresponding to the total time each target was selected. Therefore, Fourier 188 

analysis of the entire spike train cannot distinguish when: (1) trials where modulation was 189 

genuinely shared between T1 and T2 (indicative of a lack of competitive selection, such as 190 

neuronal summation) or (2) those where selection switched from T1 to T2 or T2 to T1 part-way 191 

through the trial.  To account for possible switches, we instead applied Continuous Wavelet 192 

Transforms (CWTs) which provides power across pseudo-frequencies over time (Figure 1D). 193 

Averaging the wavelet analysis across time is comparable to a FFT, though reveals a broader 194 

peak in the frequency domain centred at 15 Hz (Figure 1G). The broader shape observed in 195 
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the CWT is inherent to the wavelet analysis and is the cost of providing information of how 196 

frequency components vary over time. Although in the frequency domain CWT responses are 197 

blurred in comparison to their FFT counterparts, there are statistically significant differences 198 

for any two frequencies separated by at least 2 Hz (P < .001). Thus, we were able to analyse 199 

all further data using CWTs to derive the benefit of examining the frequency response 200 

evolution over time of the individual trials.  201 

Frequency-tagging reveals which target is selectively attended. 202 

To test the ability of the frequency-tagging technique to discriminate selected and 203 

unselected targets, we first attempted to reproduce our earlier demonstration of selective 204 

attention in CSTMD1 (Wiederman and O’Carroll, 2013), where the response to two 205 

competing targets presented simultaneously closely resembles the unique response for the 206 

individual targets presented alone. To this end we presented either single targets (pseudo-207 

randomly at either f1 or f2) at either spatial location T1 or T2 (both within CSTMD1’s 208 

excitatory receptive field). Randomly interleaved with the single target trials (Figure 2A), we 209 

also presented paired-targets (i.e. simultaneously at both target locations T1 and T2) which 210 

were frequency-modulated at the two different frequencies (pseudo-randomly between T1=f1, 211 

T2=f2 and T1=f2 and T2=f1). As our interest is in the chosen target (T1 or T2), rather than the 212 

frequency of the ‘identifier’, we pooled data across the frequency-pairs.  213 

In single target trials (Figure 2B, location T1 orange dots; location T2 blue dots), we 214 

usually observed strong modulation at the frequency of the presented target and weak 215 

modulation at the alternative frequency (i.e. a frequency that does not exist in the stimulus, 216 

therefore representing a form of experimental and analysis noise). However, some individual 217 

trials had insufficient modulation in the transform to enable accurate identification of the 218 

selected targets.  This likely results from two factors: (1) neuronal habituation in the receptive 219 

field diminishing the strength of the modulation, or; (2) neuronal saturation from a highly 220 
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responsive cell limiting the possible strength of the modulation. To analyse trials free of these 221 

effects, we used single-target responses to determine a threshold for data inclusion. For each 222 

location, T1 and T2, we calculated the average magnitude at the frequency not presented, 223 

which provides an estimate of the noise inherent in the frequency domain. This floor was 224 

defined as the mean power at the non-presented frequency plus twice the standard deviation. 225 

This provided an objective level of the modulation noise at the other frequency. That is, the 226 

expected, non-zero modulation at f2 when the neuron has selected a target modulated at f1, 227 

and vice-versa (Figure 2B – dashed lines). Trials in the lower-left corner of Figure 2B thus 228 

fail the acceptable signal-to-noise threshold for both frequencies. Using this measure, we 229 

rejected 172 trials (27.6% of the total) from any further analysis, revealing that our 230 

frequency-tagging technique worked for 71.4% of the total trials presented. There was no 231 

significant difference in the number of identification failures between any of the three 232 

conditions (X2-test, P > 1, Bonferroni-holm correction), therefore there was no effect of this 233 

data exclusion on the further testing of hypotheses with respect to the presence of selective 234 

attention. We applied these exclusion criteria to all further data analysis.  235 

Responses above threshold, at either f1 or f2, indicated significant identification of 236 

either one, or both, of the targets. Qualitatively, we observe that the responses to paired-237 

targets (Figure 2B, crosses) were mostly either modulated at the frequency of the target at 238 

location T1 or T2 (but not both, i.e. only a few crosses within the ‘Shared or Switch’ region).   239 

The absolute modulation above this noise threshold (i.e. the distance of the data 240 

points along the abscissa or ordinate in Figure 2B) is related to the trial-by-trial sensitivity, 241 

rather than to the degree of the selective attention to one or either of the targets. To quantify 242 

our data, we therefore defined a Selectivity Index (Figure 2C), which measured the degree of 243 

target selection, independent of the strength of response modulation (providing it is above the 244 

noise exclusion threshold as previously described). For each data point, we calculated: 245 
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 = − +  

Equation 1 246 

T1 and T2 values are averages of the pseudo-frequency amplitude (known as ‘scale’) 247 

over the trial duration (i.e. collapsed across time from the CWTs), for each of the 248 

corresponding target frequency-tagging modulations. The selectivity index ranges between 249 

+1 and -1 and represents the selection of T1 (+1) and T2 (-1), respectively. Here ‘selectivity’ 250 

is referred to in the original definition of ‘selective attention’ as selection of one from 251 

multiple competing stimuli, as would be expected in a winner-takes-all network.  A value of 252 

0 would occur if the response magnitude at f1 and f2 were equal (irrespective of the absolute 253 

distance from the origin), indicating either shared (co-varying) selection across the trial, or a 254 

switch in selection during the trial. 255 

In Figure 2C, we observe significant differences in the Selectivity Index distribution 256 

between paired and both T1-alone and T2-alone conditions (P < 0.001, Bonferroni-Holm 257 

correction). In single-target conditions, the Selectivity Index is narrowly distributed (T1 μ = 258 

0.68, σ = 0.17; T2 μ = -0.58, σ = 0.23), whereas in paired-target trials the Selectivity Index is 259 

non-normally distributed (p > 0.001, one-tailed Kolmogrov-Smirnov test) with peaks at 260 

approximately 0.65 and -0.55. The bimodal distribution of responses to paired-targets reveals 261 

the selection of either T1 or T2. For comparison to a potential ‘null’ hypothesis (i.e. no 262 

selective attention), Figure 2D shows results from a single Lobula Tangential Cell in the 263 

dragonfly (Evans et al. 2019). This neuron generates robust responses using spatial 264 

summation in order to encode wide-field optic flow, analogous to Lobula Plate Tangential 265 

Cells in Diptera (Hausen, 1982). We presented the same experimental paradigm, though with 266 

larger targets (1.5° x 10°) to elicit a response. In contrast to the results observed in CSTMD1, 267 

the optic flow neuron had a Selectivity Index around 0 (modulation at both frequencies of the 268 

paired-targets) indicative of neuronal spatial summation.  269 
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Target selection occasionally switches midway. 270 

Not all of the paired-target trials were solely modulated by one of the target 271 

frequencies (Figure 2B, shared zone). What could account for this apparent shared 272 

modulation? There are two possible explanations. Firstly, that the neuron is excited by both 273 

stimuli at their respective frequencies and is not selecting a single target. That is, spatial 274 

summation similar to what is observed in the Lobula Tangential Cell (Figure 2D) and in 275 

primate V4 (Ghose & Maunsell, 2008). Secondly, a switch mid-way through the trial could 276 

result in significant modulation at both frequencies, as both targets are selected during the 277 

trial, though at discrete times. 278 

To differentiate between these potential explanations, we first simulated a switch in 279 

response from f1 to f2 by presenting a single-target that changed frequency in the middle of 280 

the trial (Figure 3A). An example of the intracellular response to such a pseudo-switch 281 

stimulus is presented in Figure 3B. We then took a ‘slice’ from the Continuous Wavelet 282 

Transform at each frequency of interest (+/- 1 Hz) and subtracted these from one another 283 

(Figure 3C, dashed lines), thus producing a difference in magnitude between the two pseudo-284 

frequencies over time (Figure 3D).  This difference in magnitude provides a read-out through 285 

time of how much the modulation was determined by each target’s frequency.  A flat line 286 

near zero would indicate shared modulation distributed between the two frequencies. 287 

We applied this ‘difference slice’ analysis to determine whether the paired-target 288 

responses with modulation at both frequencies (Figure 2B, shared or switch region) were due 289 

to spatial summation or switching. Figure 4A shows individual examples from six such 290 

trials, all of which exhibit discrete peaks and troughs across time. The traces indicate that 291 

these CSTMD1 responses are switching between targets, rather than being modulated by both 292 

target frequency tags simultaneously.  293 

 294 
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To compare aggregate data, we calculated a ‘Switch Index’ for each trial (Figure 295 

4B). This index was calculated by determining the proportion of time the system selected 296 

either T1 or T2. To ensure that these selections were robust, we only considered a selection 297 

valid when either target was more than 5 spikes/s stronger than its counterpart. The time each 298 

target was selected was multiplied, thus if one of the targets was not selected, the Switch 299 

Index was zero. The Switch Index (normalized) is maximized when both targets are selected 300 

(not shared) for 50% of the trial. The Switch Index is low in single-target trials (orange or 301 

blue dots), since the time when the other target is selected is near zero. In paired-target trials 302 

the Switch Index is distributed between high and low values, representing either absolute 303 

selection of one target, or switches midway. In trials with a Selectivity Index around 0 304 

(shared modulation), the Switch Index is uniformly high, indicating that the shared 305 

modulation results from switches in the selected target over the time course, rather than 306 

summation of responses to both targets. In comparison, paired-target trials in the control 307 

dragonfly Lobula Tangential Cell, show both a low Selectivity Index and low Switch Index, 308 

indicating genuine modulation at both frequencies (simultaneously) over time due to the 309 

spatial summation used in optic flow computations (Figure 4B, stars).  310 

Selection can be biased with priming.   311 

We then tested the ability of a priming stimulus to bias the selection of a spatially-312 

associated target in a paired-target condition. In this experiment, a lone untagged primer was 313 

first presented for one second moving towards the trajectory of either spatial location T1 or T2 314 

(Figure 5A). Note that here the frequency-tagged T1 and T2 pathways commence midway up 315 

the stimulus display, immediately after the single ‘primer’ target has moved along its 316 

trajectory. From our previous work, we expect CSTMD1 to predictively facilitate responses 317 

in front of the target’s prior path (Nordström et al., 2011; Dunbier et al., 2012; Wiederman et 318 

al., 2017). We introduced a frequency-tagged distracter midway through the receptive field 319 
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(horizontally offset by 20°) paired with a frequency-tagged target that continued along the 320 

primer’s previous trajectory (Figure 5A). We calculated the Selectivity Index across the 321 

period (1 second) where both targets are presented together and reveal a significant (P < 322 

0.001) biasing of selection towards the target that continues along the primed trajectory 323 

(Figure 5B). This selection may be due to ‘predictive gain modulation’, whereby a local 324 

spotlight of enhanced gain is generated ahead of a moving target, with suppression in the 325 

surround (Wiederman et al., 2017). In our experiment, the continuing target is within the 326 

spotlight created by the preceding target, but the distracter appears within the suppressed 327 

surround.   328 

In the human psychophysics literature, attentional capture is an effect whereby the 329 

presentation of an abrupt-onset stimulus (Yantis & Jonides, 1984) or a novel object 330 

(Franconeri et al., 2005) involuntarily captures attention (Remington et al., 1992), even when 331 

task-irrelevant. In order to test for a capture of CSTMD1’s selection, we analysed the 332 

previous biased paired-target responses (Figure 5B) separated into three 400 ms periods 333 

(early, middle and late). We included 100 ms overlap between these periods because this 334 

duration was required for meaningful CWT analysis. If CSTMD1 responses displayed 335 

attentional capture, we hypothesise that the early period would be dominated by responses to 336 

the distracter stimulus, returning to the original path at later periods of time (as the distracter 337 

is assessed and ignored). Our results revealed the opposite effect (Figure 5C), with the early 338 

window exhibiting the strongest biasing effect, which can dissipate over time (via switches). 339 

This reveals that selection is not captured by abrupt-onset novel stimuli presented within 340 

CSTMD1’s receptive field. Rather responses are ‘locked’ to the preceding target’s predicted 341 

continuing trajectory and generally ignore a novel distracter that falls outside of this predicted 342 

location. Here we observed asymmetry in results from the T1 compared to T2 priming, which 343 

reflects the broader (noisier) distribution of values in the T1 primer condition when analysed 344 
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over the entire analysis duration (Figure 5B). When primed to T1 (the target closer to the 345 

dragonflies’ midline), the early window (Figure 5C) reflects this biasing to the continued 346 

path trajectory (though note the exceptions). However, in some cases over time (middle and 347 

late windows) selection can change towards the distracter location at T2. This results in 348 

significant changes in the Selectivity Index between these periods (P < 0.001). Visual 349 

inspection of the CWT analysis reveals that these are switches that occur at discrete points in 350 

time in the individual trials. In the T2 priming condition (the target located in the more 351 

peripheral location), the selection has locked on to the preceding target and maintains this 352 

selection throughout the rest of the trial, with no significant difference between the early, 353 

middle and late periods. Again, there are single-trial exceptions, however, these are 354 

distributed in either T1 or T2 selection.    355 

Selection can lock-on to lower contrast targets. 356 

In a traditional winner-takes-all network (Feldman & Ballard, 1982), the 357 

introduction of a higher contrast distracter during the presentation of a lower contrast target 358 

would result in a switch to the one with higher salience. However, how would the dragonfly 359 

feed in a swarm if often distracted by a novel, transiently more salient target?  To determine 360 

whether CSTMD1 locks-on to the lower-salience stimuli, we presented primers of varying 361 

contrasts followed by introduction of a frequency-tagged distracter. We designed the lower 362 

contrast target to retain its lower saliency throughout the course of the trial (i.e. no frequency-363 

tagging), even during the period of the paired distracter. Hence the presence of any frequency 364 

modulation during the paired presentation would indicate the distracter being selected. 365 

Primers were presented at constant low (0.06), medium (0.15) or high (0.51) Weber contrast, 366 

pseudo-randomly located at spatial locations T1 or T2 (Figure 6A, primer at T2 location 367 

shown). The high contrast primer was set at 0.51 to be equiluminant with the average 368 

contrast (over time) of the frequency-tagged distracter. Figure 6A shows example responses 369 
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of an individual CSTMD1 to these stimulus conditions, both when the lower contrast, primer 370 

trajectory retains selection and when selection switches to the high-contrast distracter.  This 371 

shows that there can be trial-by-trial variability in which one of the targets was selected, 372 

either the continuing primer or the novel distracter. 373 

Figure 6B shows the average spike activity across all trials within a primer contrast 374 

condition (Figure 6B, top).  As expected, over the primer-alone period, the neuronal response 375 

increases with increased contrast (O’Carroll & Wiederman, 2014). When there is only the 376 

high contrast distracter (no-primer, dashed line) we observed the strong distracter response, 377 

subtly modulated by the frequency-tagging technique. For the low and medium contrast 378 

primer conditions, responses trend towards the distracter response (as a proportion of trials). 379 

Interestingly, a high contrast primer sees a lower response over this duration, attributable to 380 

hyperpolarization observed from sustained firing. 381 

We calculated the mean wavelet slice at the distracter frequency (Fd) across all trials 382 

for the same condition (Figure 6B, middle). This reveals the magnitude of frequency-383 

modulation induced by the distracter, at each point in time. In the primer alone period, 384 

modulation increases with primer contrast due to more power in the noise component. Over 385 

the primer + distracter period the rank ordering of conditions is inverted in comparison to the 386 

primer only period in Figure 6B top. This inversion indicates that the conditions with the 387 

most aggregate power at Fd are the no-primer and low-contrast conditions, followed by the 388 

medium- and high-contrast conditions, respectively. This shows that the distracter is selected 389 

at a higher proportion of trials in no-primer and low-contrast primer conditions.  390 

 Due to the biasing effect of the primer (Figure 5), we expect more distracter 391 

modulation in the no-primer (dashed line) and low-contrast conditions, and the least when 392 

neuronal response locks-on to the high contrast primer, i.e. no distracter modulation (black 393 

line). We observe this effect: increased primer contrast is associated with less response in the 394 
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frequency domain, indicating fewer responses to the distracter target. Statistically, we 395 

observed a significant reduction in distracter modulation in the medium (P = 0.006) and high 396 

(P < 0.001) contrast group, but not the low-contrast group (P = 0.755), compared to the no 397 

primer group.  398 

These data are averaged and therefore do not show the amount of inter-trial 399 

variability associated with previously observed “rare” switching events between two equally 400 

salient targets (Wiederman & O’Carroll, 2013). The Fano Factor of the modulation is a 401 

measure of the trial by trial neuronal variability (Figure 6B, bottom). The two conditions that 402 

exhibit the highest variability over the primer + distracter period are the low and medium 403 

contrast conditions. This indicates that low and medium contrast conditions have the highest 404 

rates of between-trial variability (i.e. on some trials the continuation of the primer is selected, 405 

while on other trials the distracter is selected) and within-trial variability (i.e., switching 406 

during the trial period.). In comparison, the no primer and high contrast primer conditions 407 

have less variability as either the continuing primer or distracter is selected, respectively. The 408 

variability in the high contrast condition rises over time (Figure 6B Bottom, solid black line), 409 

revealing an increase in the probability of switching targets over time. This is consistent with 410 

the finding that the effect of a primer diminishes over time (Figure 5C). 411 

In one long CSTMD1 recording, we were able to assay across a large range of 412 

primer contrasts (Figure 6C). In this individual example, the sigmoidal function reveals that 413 

in a large proportion of trials, CSTMD1 locks-on to primer targets presented well below the 414 

average contrast of the introduced distracter (0.51).  415 

Both the aggregate data and the individual example reveal that CSTMD1 frequently 416 

locks-on to lower contrast targets (medium, 0.16), selecting them even in the presence of the 417 

high contrast distracter (mean 0.51). The mechanism underling this neuronal selective 418 
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attention thus cannot be a ‘simple’ winner-takes-all network unless evoking the competitive 419 

selection over sluggish temporal dynamics.  420 

 Intriguingly, responses to the low-contrast targets continuing along the primer 421 

trajectory are not associated with an increase in spike rate as would be expected by models of 422 

attention where low-contrast stimuli are attended by neuronally boosting the response in 423 

order to achieve competitive advantage against high-contrast distracters (Reynolds & 424 

Desimone, 2003). Instead, even when responding to low-contrast stimuli in the presence of a 425 

high-contrast distracter, CSTMD1 encodes the absolute strength of the attended target as if 426 

the distracter was not present (Figure 6A). This could be critically important in behaviour 427 

where a target is selected for pursuit amidst a swarm, where absolute rather than relative 428 

activity might underlie the closed-loop control system. 429 

Modelling the neuronal processing underlying target responses 430 

What mechanism best explains the measured data? To test this, we developed six 431 

algorithmic models. The six models included two models that assumed shared attention 432 

(including one with saturation), two models that applied selection and two models which 433 

applied selection with switching. For input to these models we collected the response 434 

modulation amplitude from the wavelet analysis for the single target trials (i.e. T1-only or T2-435 

only) (Figure 2). From this we produced four lists (T1f1, T1f2, T2f1, T2f2) representing the 436 

response modulation amplitude at the target’s flicker frequency and at the comparison 437 

frequency (i.e. no modulation). We binned these responses and fit a log-normal distribution to 438 

each target and frequency pair (T2 examples are shown in Figure 7A).  We then infinitely 439 

sampled from these model distributions to generate an arbitrary number of synthetic target 440 

responses. 441 

To simulate switching, we generated a 1 s time course of response modulation for 442 

testing all models, equivalent to taking a 1-dimensional slice from the CWT analysis (as in 443 
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Figure 3). For realism, we added Gaussian white noise (5 spikes/s max width) and smoothed 444 

the data using a 0.2 s average filter. For switching models, this smoothing was done after 445 

calculating the switch. This produced waveforms qualitatively similar to those observed from 446 

taking a single-frequency slice of a CWT, including switch transitions (Figure 3C). 447 

We sampled from the distribution 1000 times for each pairing (T1f1, T1f2, T2f1, T2f2). 448 

Each model used a combination of these to generate output responses for both f1 and f2. Basic 449 

Summation (BS) assumed that the output power at both f1 and f2 were the corresponding 450 

powers of the input target (i.e. T1f1 & T2f2). Saturating Summation (SS) summed like BS, 451 

then applied a soft saturation to reduce the overall modulation power evenly between f1 and f2 452 

(maximum power of 100 spikes/s). Random Selection (RSe) randomly selected either T1 or 453 

T2 and used that target’s corresponding power for f1 and f2 (i.e. if T1 was selected the 454 

frequency responses would be T1f1 and T1f2). Winner Selection (WSe) selected a ‘winner’ 455 

target with the greatest modulated power, with the assumption that modulation was 456 

proportional to the target response (if T1f1 > T2f2, T1 would be selected and vice versa). 457 

Random Switching (RSw), randomly selected an initial target (as per RSe) however assumed 458 

that a switch occurred in a percentage of trials at some point during the trial’s duration. 459 

Multiple Switching (MSw) assumed a more sophisticated switching rate, allowing the system 460 

to switch multiple times. The switch probability was defined by the following formula: 461 

P(switch) = S – τe-t/τ 462 

Equation 2 463 

S represents the probability that a switch never occurs and τ represents the rate of 464 

increase of switching over time (Figure 7B). 465 

The outputs of all six models are shown in Figure 7C. The summation model (BS) 466 

populates all four quadrants (including in the ‘Shared or Switch’ zone of Figure 2B). This 467 

combination of taking power from both targets together does not match the 468 
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electrophysiological results (Figure 2B). Both selection models (RSe & WSe) adhere far 469 

closer to the distribution seen in Figure 2 except that the shared zone is too sparsely 470 

populated. The switching models qualitatively match the physiological data with a bias to 471 

T1/T2 only responses (the L shape) but with proportion of shared zone responses indicative of 472 

switching. 473 

To assess each model quantitatively, we generated the frequency polygon (Figure 2, 474 

Figure 4) of the Selectivity Index values calculated from the model outputs. An example of 475 

the response of the MSw model (grey line) compared to the electrophysiological data (dotted 476 

line) is shown in Figure 7D. With cross-correlation, we compared each model’s frequency 477 

polygon with CSTMD1’s (derived from Figure 2C).  478 

Via this metric, both selection models (RSe, WSe) provided the best match to the 479 

recorded data (Figure 7E). However, this selection metric ignores the switching behaviour 480 

inherent in the model. To test whether pure selection was sufficient to explain the data, we 481 

used the model outputs to calculate the ‘Switch Index’ (Figure 4) for each model’s 482 

responses. We binned this data to generate a 2-dimensional histogram (Figure 7F). We 483 

repeated this process for the electrophysiological data and calculated the RMS error between 484 

them. As both switching models had free parameters (i.e. probability of switching) we 485 

optimized both these models against this RMS error. The RSw model was most successful 486 

with a 100% probability of a switch at a random time during the trial. The MSw model was 487 

optimal with a 90% switch probability and 0.75 s time constant. When accounting for both 488 

CSTMD1’s selection and switching, the (MSw) model had the least error (Figure 7G).  489 

Summation models (BS, SS) generated too many responses in the shared zone by 490 

increasing overall power, whilst Selection models (RSe, WSe) eliminated shared zone 491 

responses entirely. Switching models (RSw, MSw) provided the appropriate compromise, 492 

encapsulating the selection responses in upper-left and lower-right quadrants and generating 493 
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some shared zone responses due to switching. Therefore, the parsimonious explanation for 494 

our observations is modelled with a process that selects a single target but is capable of 495 

switching one or more times during a trial. 496 

Discussion 497 

Our novel approach of analysing frequency-tagged, intracellular spike trains allowed 498 

us to verify the presence of selective attention in CSTMD1 (Wiederman and O’Carroll, 499 

2013), and build on this result by reliably identifying which target of a pair was selected at 500 

any moment in time. Additionally, as frequency-tagging does not rely on an inhomogeneous 501 

receptive field to differentiate targets, this technique affords more freedom in experimental 502 

design and potential application to STMD neurons with either smaller or more homogeneous 503 

receptive fields.  We leveraged this to design a set of experiments that probe the properties of 504 

selective attention in the context of low-contrast priming and abrupt-onset distracter 505 

presentation, thus moving beyond the capabilities of the technique presented in Wiederman & 506 

O’Carroll (2013). 507 

Despite these advantages, on approximately 25% of trials regardless of stimulus 508 

conditions, levels of frequency modulation were below-noise, even with the stimulus 509 

generating spiking responses.  Flickering targets located within the strongest parts of the 510 

receptive field may reach saturation during the low-contrast phase of the stimulus, resulting 511 

in a lack of modulation (i.e. clipping). Conversely, frequency-tagged targets presented in less 512 

sensitive regions of the receptive field may not elicit strong enough modulation over the 513 

carrier signal. Both CSTMD1’s saturation and sensitivity may vary over time and between 514 

animals.   In future experiments, these effects might be minimized by dynamically changing 515 

the stimulus waveform, decreased or increased to account for saturation or sensitivity 516 

respectively.   517 
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Although frequency tagging was used as an identifier, could the frequency itself 518 

interact with facilitatory or selective processing? Such a factor can play a role in other animal 519 

models, with honeybees preferencing 20-25 Hz visual flicker and avoiding 2-4 Hz (Van De 520 

Poll et al., 2015). Even a single luminance change is enough to break inattentional blindness 521 

in humans (Palmer et al., 2018). To minimise this possibility, we distributed the two tagging 522 

frequencies across two spatial locations (T1 and T2) as well as testing our entire experimental 523 

paradigm at two different frequency-tagged pairs. Throughout these experiments, we did not 524 

observe any effect of the frequency-tagging beyond our intended purpose as an identification 525 

technique.  526 

Attention is a limited resource (Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007), therefore animals 527 

across species are motivated to guide the deployment of attention in an ethologically 528 

meaningful and efficient way. One guide is spatial or temporal cueing, often through 529 

inhibitory neural mechanisms (Romer et al., 2002; Ruthruff & Gaspelin, 2018). For example, 530 

Drosophila are more likely to orient towards cued locations of the receptive field when 531 

subsequently presented with multiple targets (Sareen et al., 2011). Female crickets prefer 532 

leading male auditory signals to signals arriving later (Snedden & Greenfield, 1998; Romer et 533 

al., 2002), suggesting an inherent bias towards ‘locking on’ to the first stimulus and ignoring 534 

those subsequent. This is similar to what we have observed in CSTMD1, with the priming by 535 

a preceding target biasing selection to those that continue along the projected trajectory. This 536 

property we termed ‘predictive gain modulation’ and our recent experiments reveal that even 537 

short duration primers can elicit robust predictive gain (Fabian et al., 2019). The interactions 538 

between mechanisms underlying prediction and those of selective attention is a focus of our 539 

future research.  540 

In CSTMD1, the effect of spatiotemporal cueing was so strong that even targets of 541 

lower visual salience can win over an abrupt-onset, high-contrast distracter. In attentional 542 
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networks, saliency is a prominent attribute for guiding selection and seems to innately capture 543 

attention. This leads to a conundrum; if the most salient targets were to capture attention 544 

moment-to-moment, then the system might too often be distracted from any given task. For 545 

example, will the dragonfly ever feed if the prey of constantly varying contrast (i.e. moving 546 

against a cluttered background) are dynamically more or less salient than others in the 547 

swarm?   Conversely, the onset of a novel salient stimulus may signal the necessity to attend 548 

to a new event or abandon the current task completely in favour of survival behaviour (e.g. an 549 

approaching bird).  550 

Our results bear resemblance to behavioural results in Drosophila (Koenig et al., 551 

2016). Tethered flies in an arena were presented with a pair of vertical lines equally offset 552 

from the flies’ midline. Flies made a decision to respond to either one line or the other by 553 

turning to bring it into the midline. In subsequent trials, these flies displayed a bias for 554 

turning towards the originally selected stimulus and ignoring the alternative. However, over 555 

time this bias was lost. The mean ‘attention span’ (time before the bias was lost) was 4 556 

seconds in wild-type flies, but reduced to 1 second in mutants defective in selective attention.  557 

Active switching between competing stimuli may be indicative of endogenous drive by top-558 

down control mechanisms (Miller et al., 2012). Van Swinderen (2007) found that, in 559 

Drosophila, a minimum amount of time must pass between the original selection of a target 560 

and switching to a new stimulus, and switching at all was reliant on short-term memory 561 

genes.  562 

In human psychophysics, both abrupt-onset (Yantis & Jonides, 1984) and 563 

perceptually new objects (Franconeri et al., 2005) provoke attentional capture, a phenomenon 564 

where attention is automatically and involuntarily directed at a particular, often task 565 

irrelevant, feature (Remington et al., 1992). In our CSTMD1 recordings, we found no 566 

evidence for attentional capture. Instead, the earliest period of the paired-targets revealed the 567 
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strongest bias to the previous primer trajectory, with the possibility of switching to the more 568 

novel distracter at a later time. Thus, rather than attending to a novel distracter, this system 569 

locked-on to the expected target trajectory. CSTMD1 predicts future target location, even 570 

following an occlusion, with an enhancement in front of the prior path and suppression in the 571 

surround (Wiederman, et al., 2017; Fabian et al., 2019). During the initial window, the 572 

continuing target is facilitated (gain increase) by the preceding target and continuously 573 

moving into its self-generated spotlight of predictive gain modulation. However, the 574 

distracter appears within the suppressed surround (gain decrease) and therefore will not elicit 575 

attentional capture, similar to some recent findings in Psychophysics (Ruthruff & Gaspelin, 576 

2018). By the middle period, the distracter may itself have self-facilitated, enabling a more 577 

even competition for target selection and thus increasing the probability of a switch. Whether 578 

this self-facilitation occurs at both target locations before selection, or only at the single 579 

selected location is currently under investigation.  580 

The possibility that non-selected stimuli also generate a spotlight of neuronal gain 581 

modulation is similar to proposed mechanisms underlying attention in primates (Reynolds & 582 

Desimone, 2003). Primate cortical cells are thought to be ‘hard-wired’ to respond to the 583 

highest contrast stimulus, a property that can be exploited by attentional systems (Schiller & 584 

Lee, 1991; DeWeerd et al., 1999). Here the representation of stimuli is modulated by 585 

enhancing the effective contrast of the focus of attention (Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2002; 586 

Reynolds & Desimone, 2003). Through this enhancement, less salient and even non-preferred 587 

stimuli can come to dominate the response of neurons in V4 (Reynolds & Desimone, 2003), 588 

MT, and MST (Recanzone, Wurtz & Schwarz, 1997; Treue & Maunsell, 1999). However, it 589 

is important to note that, unlike in primates, CSTMD1 encodes the absolute strength of the 590 

selected stimulus – this includes encoding a low-contrast target with a low firing rate, even as 591 
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that stimulus is selected despite the presence of a high-contrast distracter simultaneously 592 

presented within the receptive field (Figure 6A, middle left). 593 

This neuronal enhancement observed in primates may be mechanistically similar to 594 

the predictive gain modulation observed in CSTMD1, where in response to a single target 595 

gain is increased ahead of the prior path and suppressed in the surround. In primates it is the 596 

presence of distracters that triggers this attentional enhancement (Treue & Maunsell, 1999; 597 

Reynolds, Pasternak & Desimone, 2000; Treue, 2001; Reynolds & Dismone, 2003). 598 

However, in CSTMD1, facilitation (i.e. the local gain increase) enhances the neuronal 599 

response to even an individually presented single target (Dunbier et al., 2012; Wiederman et 600 

al., 2017). In the presence of distracters the facilitated strength of the selected target is 601 

retained as if the distracter did not exist.  602 

How might the dragonfly brain utilize information represented by CSTMD1? In 603 

order for CSTMD1 to be behaviourally relevant for tracking targets through space, the spatial 604 

location of the selected target must be recovered from either CSTMD1, or a population of 605 

similarly tuned neurons. It should be noted that CSTMD1 is not necessarily the only neuron 606 

that inherits properties of both prediction and selection, presumably formulated in presynaptic 607 

networks. It is possible that the precise location of a target represented by an array of neurons 608 

with ambiguous responses, though with overlapping receptive fields, is calculated with 609 

divisive normalization (Evans et al., 2016). Although this has not been demonstrated in the 610 

dragonfly, normalization is a common neuronal computation that has been observed in a 611 

variety of brain systems and taxa (Carandini & Heeger, 2011).  612 

The facilitation effect observed in CSTMD1 spreads ahead of a target along a 613 

straight trajectory (Wiederman et al., 2017), thus predicting that a tracked target will continue 614 

moving in a straight line relative to the dragonfly. This prediction matches ethological goals, 615 

where the dragonflies’ main method of pursuit is an interception path (Mischiati et al., 2015) 616 
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from behind and below the target (Olberg, 2007) perhaps even utilizing motion camouflage, 617 

where the target is kept in a stable position relative to the pursuing dragonfly (Mizutani et al., 618 

2003). During predatory pursuit dragonflies fixate targets in a high-resolution optical fovea 619 

situated on the dorsal surface of the eye (Olberg, 2007; Mischiati et al., 2015). CSTMD1 620 

responses are greatest for targets that move upwards and towards the periphery (away from 621 

the midline) thus may be involved in error signals driving movements that preserve the retinal 622 

position of the selected target in the optical fovea. Functional roles for CSTMD1 (and other 623 

STMD neurons) in such closed-loop pursuit scenarios still remain speculative, however we 624 

model these target-detection pathways in virtual-reality, computational simulations in order 625 

to elucidate these complex interactions (Bagheri et al., 2017a; Bagheri et al., 2017b).   626 

The ability of a neuron to respond with the same strength to a target presented alone, 627 

or when selected in a pair, is likely to underlie the dragonfly’s exceptional ability to hunt in 628 

swarms (Combes et al, 2012). Such neuronal processing may have evolved overcome the 629 

confusion effect by singling-out targeted prey amidst a swarm (Landeau & Terborgh, 1986). 630 

Behavioural studies in some dragonfly species, e.g Libellula adults (Combes et al, 2012) and 631 

nymphs (Jeschke & Tollrian, 2007), show that they are adept at hunting in swarms 632 

throughout life. Although not tested in Hemicordulia, this hawking dragonfly would also 633 

likely benefit from neuronal processing that reduces the confusion effect via selective 634 

attention, as they spend most of their adult life hunting and patrolling territory on the wing 635 

and can regularly be observed hunting amidst swarms or prey and conspecifics. 636 
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 791 

Figure 1: The frequency of the tagged target is preserved in the intracellular responses 792 

of CSTMD1. A) Left: intracellular in vivo electrophysiology involves inserting an electrode 793 

into the intact brain to record single-neuron responses to stimuli presented on a computer 794 

screen. Right: stimulus pictogram, a single small target (black) ascends CSTMD1’s 795 

excitatory receptive field. Relative positions of T1 (black) and T2 (grey) indicated. B) Upper: 796 

Frequency-tagging involves modulating the contrast of the stimulus over time at a specific 797 

frequency (5 Hz in this illustrative pictogram). Lower: An example spike train in response to 798 

a stimulus modulated at 15 Hz, presented at 1 s for a duration of 2 s. C) The inverse inter-799 

spike interval (ISI) is calculated to determine the spike rate over time. This calculation 800 

provides a continuous signal that is amenable to frequency-domain analysis. D) A continuous 801 

wavelet transform of the signal in C showing magnitude across time and pseudo-frequency 802 

(Logarithmic) reveals response magnitude at a range of pseudo-frequencies over time. In this 803 

example, power is centred around 15 Hz for the duration of the trial. E) A Fast Fourier 804 

Transform of the signal in C reveals a distinctive peak at 15 Hz, corresponding to the 805 

frequency-tagged stimulus. F) Averaged FFT of responses to trials of varying frequency (n = 806 

119 trials across 4 dragonflies) G) The output of the wavelet analysis in D, collapsed across 807 

time to be visually comparable to the FFT in E. H) Averaged time-collapsed continuous 808 
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wavelet transform for the same data presented in F, which although less peaked, still reveals 809 

statistically distinctive responses at the relevant frequencies. 810 

 811 

Figure 2: Frequency-tagging identifies the selected target in a paired-target trial A) 812 

Illustrative pictograms and corresponding single-trial electrophysiological responses for the 813 

3 stimulus conditions. From top-to-bottom: T1 Alone; T2 Alone; Paired-Targets. B)  The 814 

response modulation at the T2 frequency plotted against response modulation at the T1 815 

frequency. Data is plotted in response to either a single target at the T1 location (orange 816 

dots) or at the T2 location (blue dots) when presented alone. Crosses represent CSTMD1 817 

responses to the paired stimulus (total n = 447 trials across 13 dragonflies). Dashed lines 818 

indicate the derived noise threshold. Responses to the paired-targets mostly elicit modulation 819 

at either one or other of the target flicker frequencies (not both together), indicative of 820 

selective attention. C) The Selectivity Index represents the degree to which the response is 821 

locked to one of the frequency-tagged stimuli over the other. Values around zero indicate that 822 

both frequencies are equal components of the overall modulation. Frequency polygons 823 

illustrate the relative proportion of these points, with the bimodal distribution to the paired 824 

stimulus clearly revealing the selection of one target or the other. D) In comparison, results 825 

from a Lobula Tangential Cell (an optic flow sensitive neuron) in the dragonfly show no 826 

selective attention (n = 8 trials in 1 dragonfly), with a unimodal distribution around zero to 827 

the paired-targets, indicative of the expected shared modulation to both target frequencies 828 

(neuronal summation rather than selection). 829 

Figure 3: A simulation of an ‘attentional switch’ is encapsulated by the difference between 830 

the pseudo-frequency (scale) magnitudes over time  A) Illustrated pictogram of a single 831 

target that changed frequency modulation halfway through the trial, simulating an 832 

attentional switch from one target to another. B) A single-trial example of CSTMD1’s 833 
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response to this switching stimulus. C) The CWT of the inverse ISI of the trial in B, reveals 834 

the switch that occurs halfway through the trial. The black-and-white dashed lines indicate 835 

the 11 Hz and 15 Hz frequency slices. D) A ‘difference slice’ (Delta Magnitude) is calculated 836 

by taking the difference between the wavelet slices at 11 and 15Hz across time. 837 

Figure 4: Shared modulation results from switches in selection over time A) Individual 838 

examples reveal high modulation for both targets, however only at different epochs of time. 839 

B) The ‘Switch Index’ and ‘Selectivity Index’ for all single target (orange and blue points) 840 

and paired-target (crosses) trials from figure 2B (total n = 447 trials across 13 dragonflies). 841 

When selectivity for paired-targets is low (middle abscissa, close to zero) then the Switch 842 

Index is high, indicating that responses switched between targets. In comparison, the optic 843 

flow neuron (stars) has low selectivity and low Switch, indicative of neuronal summation 844 

(modulation at both frequencies across points in time). 845 

Figure 5: Priming with a preceding target biases selection towards the continuing 846 

trajectory A) Pictograms illustrate the biasing stimulus towards either spatial location T1 or 847 

T2, next to individual examples of CSTMD1 responses. The short-path target (distracter) 848 

appears at 1 second, when the preceding target reaches midway up the screen (the analysis 849 

window indicated with the grey shaded region). B) There is a significant difference in the 850 

Selectivity Index between T1 and T2 primed trials (n = 295 across 7 dragonflies), though 851 

priming is not effective in all trials. Frequency polygons reveal the distributions of the 852 

Selectivity Index for T1 primed (dashed line) and T2 primed (dotted line). C) The selective 853 

attentional capture from priming split over early, middle and late time windows. Over time, 854 

T1 primed selection shifts to T2, whilst T2 selection is retained over the three periods.  855 

Figure 6: Selective attention in CSTMD1 can lock-on to a lower contrast target, ignoring 856 

the novel, high contrast distracter A) Stimulus pictograms and single-trial example traces 857 
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from the same CSTMD1 for low, medium, and high contrast primer conditions. Left: 858 

responses when CSTMD1 locked-on to the primer and the presence of the distracter is 859 

ignored. Right: CSTMD1 responds to the distracter, once it is presented. B) Top: Average 860 

inverse interspike interval across all trials (n = 220 across 7 dragonflies), separated by 861 

primer condition (none, low, medium and high) Middle: Average modulation across all trials, 862 

separated by condition. In the primer & distracter period, rank ordering of the conditions is 863 

inverted compared to 6B Top. This shows a strong modulation in the low-contrast and no-864 

primer conditions (i.e. distracter selection) and weak modulation in the high-contrast 865 

condition (primer selection). Bottom: a stronger Fano Factor reveals more variability of 866 

modulation, indicative of increased switching at lower primer contrasts. C) In an individual 867 

CSTMD1 recording, we assayed across a large range of primer contrasts, revealing a 868 

sigmoidal contrast sensitivity function (n = 217 in 1 dragonfly). Δ indicate outliers.  869 

Figure 7: A switching model matches the physiological data A) Power distributions for 870 

frequency responses from T2 at f1 (left) and f2 (right) calculated from recorded trials. 871 

Modelled trial data were randomly selected from these power distributions representing the 872 

power contribution of each target. B) Switch probability as time progresses for Multiple 873 

Switching (MSw). Initially the likelihood of switching is low before rising to 90%. After a 874 

switch, the switch probability resets permitting more to occur. C) Example scatter plots for 875 

each of the six models tested: summation (top left), summation with saturation (bottom left), 876 

random selection (top middle), higher power always wins selection (bottom middle), random 877 

switching (top right), and multiple switch model (bottom right). These scatterplots can be 878 

compared to the physiological data in Figure 2B. D) Histogram of Selectivity Index for 879 

recorded CSTMD1 data and model output. Real data curves are cross correlated with model-880 

derived curves to generate covariance score. E) Covariance of the six models against 881 

CSTMD1 data from the histogram analysis. Higher covariance (i.e. model WSe) is indicative 882 
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of a more representative model. F) Two-dimensional histogram, that accounts for selectivity 883 

and switching, for CSTMD1 (left) and MSw model (right). G) Error calculated as RMS 884 

deviations (2D histograms) from the six models, each against recorded CSTMD1. Low values 885 

indicate the most representative model of both CSTMD1 selection (Figure 2B) and switching 886 

(Figure 4B).  887 
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